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Raine Island: most important seabird rookery on GBR!
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They compared the average population 
abundance from period 1 to period 2 for 
evidence of decline, increase or stability !

22 surveys!
!
1979 -1993!

Period 1

22 surveys!
!
1994 - 2003!

Period 2



Change in abundance
period 1 to period 2Species Trend

Common Noddy! -95.5%!11693           526!

Red-footed Booby! 467           150! -67.9%!

Brown Booby! 4435          2642! -40.4%!

Red-tailed Tropicbird! 104            64! -38.5%!

Lesser Frigatebird! 1851           599! -67.6%!

Masked Booby! 1457          1065! -26.9%!

Dramatic declines!!



Species Trend

What exactly does this 
change mean and how 
should we interpret it?!

Red-footed Booby! 467          150! -67.9%!

Change in abundance
period 1 to period 2

photo: Gregg Yan (wikimedia)!

How confident can we 
be that a dramatic 

decline has occurred?!



68% Probability!

32% Probability!
Five thirty eight!

Princeton election 
consortium! <1% chance that Trump could win!



What are the limitations and 
assumptions of the model and data and 

how robust are the results to these 
assumptions?!

Lies, damned lies and statistics!



Red-footed Booby!

photo: Gregg Yan (wikimedia)!

Batianoff & Cornelius!
!
“was collated from all available data…
includes free-flying, breeding and non-
breeding birds, !
!
and is inclusive of all seasons”!



Species Trend

Red-footed Booby! -67.9%!

Change in abundance
period 1 to period 2

photo: Gregg Yan (wikimedia)!

467          150!

344          161!all data! -53.2%!

383          178!removed incomplete! -53.5%!

removed duplicates! 366          151! -58.7%!

removed dodgy counts! 447          151! -66.2%!

Dramatic declines!!



But what are we 
interested in?!

Usually interested in 
changes in the breeding 
population!

• more meaningful!
• more accurate!



Red-footed Booby!

photo: Gregg Yan (wikimedia)!



Species TrendChange in nesting pairs
period 1 to period 2

photo: Gregg Yan (wikimedia)!

all!

removed incomplete!
removed duplicates!

removed dodgy counts!

 73            85! +16.4%!

 74            81! +9.5%!

92             81! -11.9%!



Period 1!

Period 2!



Period 1!

Period 2!





Period 1! Period 2!



Period 1!

Period 2!



Counts of Breeding Pairs only !

Only used data where actual counts were attempted!

How have we modelled the trends differently?!
Extended the data range from 1970 - 2016!

Used continuous range rather than breaking it into 
arbitrary periods for comparison!

Included time of year when survey took place!

Investigating inclusion of Southern Oscillation Index!

Using Bayesian framework to include uncertainty!



Count!

Year!

Trend line slope = average decline per year!



Lots of winter observations!

Lots of summer observations!



Count!

Year!



Count!

Year!



Model basic structure!

Breeding pairs = intercept + year!

Monthly variation in breeding !



Yearly trend! Seasonal effects!







Red-footed Booby!

Batianoff & Cornelius say large population decline!



Red-footed Booby!

Do we have a decline?!



Red-footed Booby!
+ SOI!

Do we have a decline?!



Red-footed Booby!
+ non-linear change!

Do we have a decline?!



Brown Booby!

Batianoff & Cornelius say large population decline!

75% probability!
of an increase!



Masked Booby!

Batianoff & Cornelius say moderate population decline!

84% probability!
of an increase!



Red-tailed Tropicbird!

Batianoff & Cornelius say moderate population decline!

78% probability!
of an increase!



Lesser Frigatebird!

Batianoff & Cornelius say large population decline!

84% probability!
of a decline!



What about the Common Noddy?

-95.5%!

11693           526!



The main issue is uncertainty

1. We must acknowledge and incorporate uncertainty 
into our modelling and estimates !

2. We need to reduce the uncertainty in the pattern of 
the trend by finding the factors that create variation in 
observations (e.g. season, SOI, observational error) 

and include these in our models  !

3. We need to continue monitoring populations to better 
account for long-term oscillations !



Thanks to all the people 
who do the bird counts 
and support the science 
on Raine Island!!
And thanks to the Swedish 
Research Councils for funding!


